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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Genevieve and Jessie

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Julie and Sam

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Genevieve and Jessie

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Julie and Sam

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Starlynn and Olivia

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Genevieve and Jessie

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Destiny and Joss

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Genevieve and Jessie

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Genevieve and Jessie

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Genevieve and Jessie

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Double Exposures: Bringing youth
together with film

Izzy and Carlys

Proving that the best ideas come from mistakes, the new show up at Venice Arts Shipping & Receiving was
born out of an accident in one of the project leaders’ darkrooms. Emily Schiffer, who was teaching at the
Sioux YMCA in South Dakota, had a student Demi Howard who had shot over a used roll of film, resulting in
double-exposed film. Seeing a framework for the collaboration she had been discussing with California’s
Venice Arts staffers Elysa Voshell and Deanna Erdmann, the group began pairing up the 26 students, and
having them exchange exposed rolls of film. “We wanted to see the two different worlds collide in one
negative,” says Schiffer.

Working together frame-by-frame taught lessons about negotiation and collaboration, Julie Cabra, 19, and
Samantha Herrald both photographed children straight on, but realized, to make their exposures interesting,
one had to head in a different direction, leading to Cabra to focus on landscapes. “I’m not very open and it
was hard to explain and communicate what’s going on in my life,” says Cabra. “But it was an amazing feeling
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Josef Koudelka’s
Gypsies, Revisited
Thursday, September 29, 2011

As Aperture releases a new version of
the photographer’s seminal book in
October, photographer, writer and
editor Jeffrey Ladd explains that
rarely has a body of work been so
deserving of two completely different
editions.
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to convey my ideas and experiences and meet someone that went through similar things.”

At the opening the students met for the first time face-to-face, “Photography opened a lot of doors for me.
I’d never left South Dakota. I went to New York, now I’m in Los Angeles.,” exclaimed Jesse Carlton, 16, who
had worked hard to raise money for the trip. “We get to see them,” says Erdmann, “in this magical space,
their life bleeding into the other person’s life in the form of these photos.”

To donate to this project, click here.

To order a book of Shipping & Receiving, click here.

Related Topics: Deanna Erdmann, Double Exposures, Elysa Voshell, Emily Schiffer, Shipping & Receiving, Sioux YMCA,
Venice Arts
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Wow, the images are striking and beautiful. They really create a visceral feeling when you look at the photographs.

kellee matsushita

Like Reply3 weeks ago 2 Likes

The photographs look as good here on the web -  as they do on the gallery walls. I work at Venice Arts and have had the
opportunity of living with these photos by chance for the last month. (They were edited and curated from hundreds of
images). There are also about 30 other thoughtfully constructed and composed photographs of community life in South
Dakota and California, as seen through the eyes of teenagers that I get to see daily. Thank you for your vision,
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emerging photographers! Jerri
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Wow, the images are striking and beautiful. It really creates a visceral feeling when you look at the photographs.
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